Business and education users

For businesses of all sizes, Paintshop Pro is enormously valuable at a wide range of features and effects. They want a photo editor that’s easy to use and gives them access to creative consumers. Produce content to share with friends and family. More and more, graphic designers use Paintshop Pro to make a variety of web graphics, including scrapbook content, posters, vector tools, and drawing tools. Publishers, web designers, and photographers are ideal for many graphic designers — whether at home or at work. Painter tools, and painting and drawing tools. Graphics designers and creative consumers

Graphic designers and creative consumers

and manage an entire photo collection within one product. First and foremost, Paintshop Pro is designed from the ground up for

Photoshoppers and photo editors

Here’s a glimpse of the people who are driving Paintshop Pro’s success.
Minimum system requirements

For download
- PDF-Screening Guide, PDF Content Guide, and PDF Keyboard Shortcuts available
- Getting Started: Windows provides an overview of some tools and features
- In-product link directly to video and written tutorials in the Discovery Center
- Guided tour: Step-by-step virtual tour of the interface and new features
- PDF User Guide
- Online Help: Learning Center palette

Documentation

- Pic-to-Painting Plugin (64-bit)
- Corel Painter Pro 2019 (32-bit and 64-bit versions)

Application

What's included

- Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 or higher
- Internet connection required for accessing online features and video tutorials
- DirectX 9 or higher compatible video adapter with latest driver
- Display recommended: UPG to 2560x1600 resolution supported with supported resolution display
- 1280x720 resolution: 16-bit color display (1064x768 resolution, 24-bit or higher color)
- 1.6G of free hard disk space (6GB recommended for PC-to-Painting Plugin support)
- 4GB of RAM (6GB recommended for 50% photo and PC-to-Painting Plugin support)
- Intel Core i-series or AMD Phenom II and above

For PC-to-Painting: Windows 10 (64-bit) (required)
- 2016 or later
- Windows 10, Windows 8.1, Windows 7 with the latest service pack (64-bit or 32-bit)
- Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server (editions)
Let your work with 360° photos and transition photos into captivating performance. A simplified workflow and new creative options that result for photographers and designers alike. From enhanced tools in Photoshop Pro 2019 continue to innovate and deliver impressive results.
Step Photo Fix

Faster tools: Crop, Clone Brush, and One

Performance enhancements

- One Step Photo Fix is more instantaneous
- Image areas faster when working with larger images or larger crop box
- The Clone Brush, a favorite touch-up tool, provides smoother and
  faster results when rotating and positioning the
  Crop tool is up to 5x faster than

Enjoy reduced processing times, enhanced 4K support and
improvements to some of your favorite features.
RAW support for over 100 new cameras!

Raw Support for over 100 new cameras!

Enjoy a more subtle Autosave. Work with more momentum and less interruption thanks to enhancements to the Autosave process. Now you can more control over the frequency of Autosaving, and by default, you’ll experience less disruptions.

Autosave Improvements

Latest stylus and graphics tablet support

High resolution 4K screens are more popular than ever. Paintshop Pro 2019 includes support for the latest Windows Ink and graphics tablets. Also, opening up new ways to edit and paint.

Enhanced 4K

User-reported issues are addressed. With the 2019 release, over 50 quality and dependable issues important to Paintshop Pro users. The fixes were completed.
Start the import process:
Choose File menu > Import > Content from Previous Versions.

Seamless content migration

Paintshop Pro is easily at your fingertips. If you've added to the default locations from the last three versions of Paintshop Pro, you've added to the default locations from the last three versions of Paintshop Pro. No changes to the default locations are required. This means that any content that has been added to the default locations is now available.

Moving your favorite content from other plugins, such as animations, colors, or palettes.

You in mind

Simplified with
area of the image and add a gentle blur to other areas. You can also apply a Depth of Field effect to focus on one effect. You can apply one of six instant effects (based on our most popular Photo Fix or one of six instant effects) and access image enhancement options from the floating Crop toolbar. Apply one Step. The Crop tool is one of the most popular tools in Paintshop Pro, so in

Conveniently enhance photos from the

Crop toolbar
In this tutorial, we will explore the Depth of Field option in the photo editing software. This feature allows you to control the areas of the image that are in focus and those that are blurred.

1. Open your photo editing software and select the photo you want to edit. 

2. In the Tools toolbar, click the Crop tool. 

3. Click the Instant Effects button to choose one of six effects. 

4. To apply Depth of Field, click the Depth of Field button. 

5. Click and hold the Depth of Field button to choose an area of focus. 

6. Adjust the Size slider to adjust how much blur is applied and the size of the area that is kept in focus. 

7. Note: You can toggle the enhancement options on and off by clicking the ON/OFF button. The button appears red when the options are turned off. 

The floating Crop toolbar appears below the open image. Note that the enhancement options are turned ON by default (green button) by default (green button). 

The Instant Effects option displays. By default, one Step Photo Fix is applied. 

Give it a try.
Choose User Interface Menu > Text Size, and choose Small or Large. Note that Large text might overlap if used on non-high-resolution monitors in a wide variety of situations. With higher screen resolutions, it's nice to know that you can adjust the size of the user interface text to ensure that screen text is readable.
Next-level creative innovation

Pic-to-Painting

Transform your photos into artwork by applying one of several art-inspired looks in the new Pic-to-Painting plugin. Pic-to-Painting applies Deep Neural Networks to analyse a photo and turn it into a work of art. Choose from a number of creative styles to achieve the look of a famous painting.

PaintShop Pro 2019 inspires creativity with new ways to turn photos into artwork, new support for 360° photos, and even more creative content.
Working with Pic-to-Painting

Give it a try...
Planet Effects or Create a Panorama-Style Image:

You can use your 360° photo to standard image, you can apply fun 360° photos can also be a great starting point for creative images. It issue's white balance, purple fringe, and sharpness. some issues common to 360° images—brightness and overall tone

Photoshop's powerful Adjust and Effects menu allow you to correct PaintShop Pro 2019 lets you edit photos captured with a 360° camera. You can correct and adjust 360° photos before you upload them to a site that supports 360° viewing. For example, you can
1. In the 360° Photo window, open a photo that was captured with a 360° camera.

2. Click Edit in 360° Photo.

3. In the 360° Photo window, click Remove Tripod.

4. In the Position area, choose Bottom.

5. Click the Freehand Selection tool.

6. Drag around the tripod. You don’t have to be very precise. You can include some surrounding area in the selection.

7. Set the Feather to 10.

8. Click Magic Fill. If you need to fine tune, you can repeat the selection and Magic Fill steps.

9. Click Save As, and save your photo to a new file and choose the original file format.

10. Give it a try!
1. In the 360° Photo window, click Edit.

2. Adjust the effect menu on the Edit tab.

3. In the 360° Photo window, click Planet Effects.

4. Click the Tiny Planet option to create a planet-like effect and adjust the sliders on the right to rotate or change the field of view.

5. Click Save As and save the image to a new name.

Convert a 360° photo to a tiny planet image.

Give it a try.
More Creative Content

NEW picture tubes
NEW patterns
NEW gradients
NEW color palettes
NEW brushes

Discover all this and more in PaintShop Pro 2019. Whether you are looking for a gradient that mimics a perfect sunset, you’ll find it here. A gradient that morphs into a brick texture, or a handmade palette that takes its cues from a favorite creative source—Goodies and picture tubes that help you expand your creative potential.

Enjoy expanded creative content, such as gradients, patterns, textures, and more.
The ultimate photo editing toolset

Bonus Collection

The ultimate photo editing toolset
Exponentially transform any image into a mesmerizing animation in a matter of minutes with Photomorphage Express. Bring your photos to life with PhotoSho.

Perfectly Clear 3.5 SE

Perfectly Clear is our pick to replace Adobe Camera Raw. It's easier to use and includes a host of new features.

Paintera Essentials

Paintera is one of the best Photoshop alternatives on the market. It’s easier to use and more intuitive.

PhotoShop Express

PhotoShop Express is an excellent option for those who want a simpler, more straightforward experience.

Photoshop Express Plus

Photoshop Express Plus includes additional features and options.

Corel Aftershock

Aftershock is a powerful and flexible photo editing tool with a wide range of features.

Corel Painter Essentials

Corel Painter Essentials is a powerful painting software that includes many features for beginners and professionals.

Corel Painter Essentials Plus

Corel Painter Essentials Plus includes additional features and options.

Corel Aftershock 3

Aftershock 3 is a powerful and flexible photo editing tool with a wide range of features.

Corel Aftershock Plus

Corel Aftershock Plus includes additional features and options.

Corel Aftershock 4

Aftershock 4 is a powerful and flexible photo editing tool with a wide range of features.

Corel Aftershock Plus

Corel Aftershock Plus includes additional features and options.

Corel Aftershock 5

Aftershock 5 is a powerful and flexible photo editing tool with a wide range of features.

Corel Aftershock Plus

Corel Aftershock Plus includes additional features and options.

Corel Aftershock 6

Aftershock 6 is a powerful and flexible photo editing tool with a wide range of features.

Corel Aftershock Plus

Corel Aftershock Plus includes additional features and options.